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and by intuitive state of mind, she was well equipped to analyze modern business situations even while she was engaged in her political writings. Further, it can also be shown that her acute philosophical grasp of business administration was present in an embryo form at this stage of her creative life.8
The Inner-Organic Continuity Her initial pre-occupation with political subjects and doctrines did not distort her vision because she did not allow her political overtones to get the better of her objective analysis. We do, however, find enough instances in her later business writings that show beyond doubt the writer's initial love and devotion for political topics, but the politics there is not that of groups or of a particular time, but, it is of the mankind, and for all times.9 She greatly extended her interests and energies and her managerial writings take the entire mankind and the whole universe as their action-centers.10
Though her writings are marked by an inborn simplicity of approach and a common frame of reference, she was by no means a believer in the accepted and the overly traditional modes of managerial behavior. She took her illustrations from everyday common occurrences and adapted the same to business situations.1' She breathed a new vigor in these common incidents and translated these into something of sustained importance to business. It was this experimental character of her writings that symbolized her "social experiments." 12 And, again, she was a pioneer in her emphasis on the "human factor" in management. The traditional mode of thinking up to her day was more in tune with a limited, technique-oriented management. She opened up the field and broadened its dimensions to a certain extent. Her strong upholding of the individual behavior-pattern, group thinking, continuous decision-making, etc., are some of the salient aspects of her anti-traditional beliefs.13 8 For example, even in her first two published works, The Speaker of the House of Representatives (London: Longmans, Green and Co., 1909), and The New State (New York: Longmans, Green and Co., 1920), she often cites analogies from the business world and the industrial community to validate her propositions about the political behavior of human society.
'Perhaps this may be one of her weaknesses. Her emphasis on the broad, on the universal, and on the all-embracing concepts might take away somewhat from her 'focus'. Only subsequent research can examine this important point.
? It is, indeed, an irony of modern management scholarship that relatively little critical attention has been paid to her writings. In spite of the almost prophetic viewpoints that she developed and in spite of the advanced state of her thinking,14 modern critics have on the whole, paid scant attention to her rather limited output. It seems that management triters have paid greater attention to less creative persons than Follett. And, it is we, indeed, who are the losers for it. A study of her writings, analyzed in a two-dimensional sequence of historical importance and modern application, can perhaps reveal not only the greatness of her approach but bring us nearer to a clear perception of some of our own follies and drawbacks in our management themes.
Essential Themes
Merrill has remarked about the profundity of Follett's writings and has indicated the extreme directness characterizing her approach that makes "making selections from it a major problem." 15 Yet there were certain recurrent themes which she emphasized in her writings. Here, we will present some of her original viewpoints and essential themes. Urwick has studied these four principles at length and devoted a great deal of attention to various outer forces that led Follett to establish this frame.l7 However, he has called these as the "four kinds of coordination" 8 while they, in fact, constitute only four degrees of coordination. Conceptual and internal differences between these do not exist; they only reveal the four different stages that coordination can achieve in "a scheme of self-adjusting interests." 19 Follett has also distinguished between collective control and collective self-control.20 Self-control implies the generation of control from within, rather than imposed by an outer body. To her, the process of coordination is one of "interpenetration" which cannot be enforced by an outside body. aim of "organizational engineering"22 is to achieve control through effective unity. The nature of this unity is also termed as "total relativity" by Follett in a later study.23 Follett conceptualized the process of control through coordination as an all-integrating organism which fuses the various aspects and components in a single unified entity. The concept of total relativity or effective unity, which occurs rather often in her writings is a major contribution to the advancement of our thinking about the organizational processes.
Secondly, Follett believed very strongly in the ever-changing and revolving aspect of our life. To her, the dynamic process of change was the sole reality and everything was subject to this phenomenon of change. She emphatically says, "Decision is only a moment in process." 24 It is in this interpretation of decision-making and the impact of "change" on it that the psychological character of her writings becomes at once clear.25 She carried this thought consistently and adapted it well to her later industrial writings and lectures.
Conflict
Though she gave a great deal of attention to the integrative unity of business institution, she did not ignore the paradoxical nature of "conflict." Her thesis is that the role of conflict can be functionalized by positive measures and that its negative implications can be minimized by "setting it to work for us." 28 She suggests three main ways of dealing with conflict: domination, compromise and integration.27 She examines the pathological issues arising out of conflict and its antidote, namely, integration. The theme of "progressive differings" 28 that she suggests has a great managerial potential. Not only on the social level, but also on an international level, the concept of non-aggressive, peaceful, progressive differings provides us with a significant tool for human relationship and adjustment. She also examines the relevance of symbology in conflict and adjustment and in doing this, anticipates much of the present work in this area.29 Follett's contribution in the study of "constructive conflict30 merits special attention both in its social dimensions as well as in its Another of Follett's major contributions to the study of modern administrative behavior is that she presented a strikingly original concept of power and its relationship to authority.39 By the very nature of its meaning and rather dubious semantical implications, power creates disturbing illusions in the minds of most students. Is power a destructive phenomenon or is it a fundamental concept in administration? Follett believes that power is "simply the ability to make things happen, to be causal agent, to initiate change." 40 
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